FEBRUARY 2019  

Hytrol Conveyor Co., Inc. and officials for Arkansas State have opened the Hytrol Materials Handling Laboratory. The lab at Arkansas Bioscience Institute, was made by a Hytrol gift that equipped the facility with a fully-functional conveyor systems.

MARCH 2019  

Douglas Manufacturing Co., Inc. Awarded two Patents on innovative and game-changing Vortex Spiral Clean Pulley. The patents recognize the unique and ground-breaking work carried out by the Douglas team.

MAY-JUNE 2019  

Industrial Kinetics, Inc., Celebrates 50th Anniversary January 20, 2019! Industrial Kinetics, Inc. was started by George Huber, Jr. and his wife Marianne. He was an entrepreneur, before it was consider cool.

First World Championship in Michigan. Their team is made up of students from nine local high schools, they won the Engineering Inspiration Award in Idaho, which earned them a spot at the World Championship in Detroit, MI. They finished with a rank of 11 out 40 teams, some teams coming from as far away as Turkey to compete. Congratulations!

Richwood Earns SHARP Recognition! In the Spring of 2019 Richwood becomes the 17th company in West Virginia to be awarded the SHARP (Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Program). This award is given to companies with exemplary safety and health programs that go above and beyond OSHA safety standards. Judd Roseberry, Richwood President and CEO, said “protecting our associates from all safety and health hazards that may exist in the workplace” was of paramount importance to Richwood.

JUNE 2019  

NORD Drivesystems (NORD Gear Corporation) Celebrates 40th Anniversary & Expansion! This is their 40th anniversary in the United States with its sixth expansion to its North American Headquarters. The newest expansion will add 86,000 square feet of office and manufacturing space.

SEPTEMBER 2019  

FRANTZ MANUFACTURING was featured in The Illinois Manufacturer with the title of the feature “FRANTZ Manufacturing Company: 110 Years of Innovation and Adaptation”. The piece highlights FRANTZs innovations and adaptations throughout their history relating to any changing needs within the industry. Congratulations!
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OCTOBER 2019  **MARTIN ENGINEERING** expands their *Breast Cancer Awareness Program*! In their support of the Susan B. Komen Foundation, in 2017 and 2018, the firm raised a total of $7,500 by contributing $50 for every special edition truck vibrator sold during the month, painted in the traditional pink color to draw attention and raise awareness. This year Martin has added its **70-liter air cannons** to the program, contribution **$100 for every unit sold in October**!

NOVEMBER 2019  **Syntron Material Handling** reaches a manufacturing milestone by going three-years without a lost time accident! This amazing feat would not have been possible without their dedicated employees. **SAFETY FIRST!** Congratulations!!

**FIMSA** celebrates their **50th Anniversary**! They invited customers, suppliers and vendors from all over the world, Mexico, USA, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, India, and South Africa to join in their celebration with an opening Ceremony, guided tour of plant and a beautiful gala dinner. Congratulations!

DECEMBER 2019  **Bunting** announces that their new **Magslide Conveyor** is available! This conveyor is built to handle tough magnetic conveying jobs, such as; dirty and oily metal chips, parts, jagged or abrasive scrap, and other punishing materials that could damage or jam conventional belted or steel hinged conveyors!

**The TIMKEN Company** Celebrates their **120th Anniversary** by ringing the **NYSE Closing Bell**!  Congratulations!!